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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
Happy Holidays! As the Fall
2018 semester closes, the
students at SAI and eLab
head home to their families.
Here at Student Agencies
Foundation, we have many
reasons to rejoice this joyful
season.
Over this winter break, the outgoing SAI
managers, with nostalgia but also fresh
aspirations for the future, begin their journeys
beyond Student Agencies. The new managers
are resting up in preparation for the successful
year ahead. I look forward to seeing these
students grow into their new leadership roles
and elevate their businesses to new heights.
The eLab teams continue to achieve new
successes with passion and vigor, and we look
forward to all they will accomplish in the new
year.

This edition of eNews will include:
-

-

An introduction to Liam Cu sh en ('21),
General Manager of the Cornellian;
An Alumni Spotlight on Lau r a Bach
(?16), currently serving as a Peace
Corps volunteer in Uganda; and
An introduction to the eLab business
Housekept.

Sincerely,

M ich ael Kar an gelen (?90)
Chairman and President
Student Agencies Foundation

ALUMNIUPDATES
-

-

Jen n if er Delan ey (?13), an eLab alumna,
earned an MBA from the S.C. Johnson
School of Management and started a
new position at SoFi as Senior Director
of Product Management.
Alex Kr ak osk i (?16), an eLab alumnus,
earned a B.S. in Chemical Engineering in
the College of Engineering, and started a
new position at Centene Corporation as
Senior Senior Product Performance and
Innovation Analyst.

Congratulations to all of our alumni! If you are
an SAI, eLab, or LCL alumnus doing something
new, please let us know here.

.

ANINTRODUCTIONTOGENERAL
MANAGEROFTHECORNELLIAN,
LIAMCUSHEN

While he currently serves as the General

Liam Cu sh en (?21) is a sophomore pursuing a
major in Electrical and Computer Engineering in
the College of
Engineering with
minors in English
and Business.
Hailing from
Westchester, New
York, Liam?s
favorite novel is
Fahrenheit 451,
and you can most
likely find him
sipping from a
7-Eleven Big Gulp
Diet Coke.

transitioned to Director of Marketing for

Manager of the Cornellian, within the first
few weeks of his freshman year in 2017,
Liam started as the Assistant Manager of
Campus Promotions. Liam then
Big Red Shipping and Storage (BRSS) out of
a desire to help the Big Red team during
their May peak, where he learned to work
with agility in a fast-paced company.
After BRSS?s peak, Liam spent the summer
collaborating with Lucas Goldman, the
outgoing 2018 President, on jumpstarting
Student Agencies Tutoring. Working with
Student Agencies Tutoring differentiated
itself from other SAI businesses; the
tutoring venture was more entrepreneurial
in spirit and included different aspects of a
company including market research,
product testing, and bootstrapping the

project to get it off the ground. Liam noted that

skill-set in effective communication,

with the past SAI businesses he worked with, he

negotiating with clients, and workplace

had to manage companies that were already
established at SAI. However, with Student

etiquette.

Agencies Tutoring, he was working with Lucas to
lay the foundation for the company. In the fall of
2018, he resumed his current position as the
General Manager of the Cornellian Yearbook.
Liam considers his current role to be an
excellent experience in which he has grown
more accustomed to working with company
financials, analyzing important metrics, and
utilizing this knowledge to drive informed
business decisions. Liam attributes many of the
skills he uses today to his time as Assistant
Manager of Campus Promotions and Director of
Marketing for BRSS; he came to the Cornellian
well-prepared in the creation, distribution, and
utilization of different advertising and marketing
strategies. Liam also procured a versatile

In 2019, Liam is very excited to work with the
new SAI team. While sad to lose the old
managers with whom he has grown quite
close, Liam looks forward to forging strong
connections and close friendships with the
new managers. Serving as General Manager
of the Cornellian this coming year, Liam has
a year full of promise ahead and looks
forward to a successful term. His love for
Student Agencies is apparent in his
dedication to the success of not only the
Cornellian but to the continued prosperity of
the entire organization. Liam says that, as an
engineer, SAI has given him a breadth of
skills and friendships that he would not have
otherwise.

SAI ALUMNISPOTLIGHT: LAURABACH

Peace Corps volunteer.

and her upcoming corporate law education
upon graduation from Harvard. Following her
father ?s footsteps, Laura has spent her time
educating children in Uganda and facilitating
the introduction of technology to their
everyday activities, which has drastically
streamlined many of the school?s
fundamental processes. For example, the
introduction of Microsoft Word and Excel has
enabled students to keep records and
complete mathematics projects. Laura fondly
remembers becoming an expert in this
software during her time at Student Agencies,
actively creating models to track finances and
customer orders.

While many students dive directly into their
professional careers upon graduation from Cornell,
Laura knew she wanted to take advantage of the
opportunity to explore the world and to have a
lasting impact before attending Harvard Law School.
She is passionate about merging her business skills

Laura was primarily drawn to her role at
Student Agencies to gain hands-on business
experience, which she considers to be
unparalleled to the internship opportunities
offered to her during her sophomore
summer. Laura considers working at SAI a

Lau r a Bach (?16) has
traveled a long way, both
geographically and
metaphorically since her
time as General Manager
of the Cornellian in 2013.
Currently residing in
Uganda, since graduating
from the School of
Industrial and Labor
Relations two years ago,
Laura is serving as a

truly unique chance to run a real and profitable
company by making decisions that will impact
the bottom line through the autonomous
learning experience. Along with her teammates,
Laura learned and worked through the critical
skills of communication and equally delegating
tasks despite various working styles. The
enduring relationships and strong bonds Laura
fostered throughout her time at Student
Agencies have proven to be a valuable support
system for her subsequent endeavors as well.
Laura fondly looks back at her time at SAI, where
she got to lear n, fail, and succeed alongside her
closest friends, an opportunity highlighted by
the afternoon in which she received the first
copies of the Cornellian straight off the delivery
truck and then went out for ice cream with her
fellow managers to celebrate.

And to the current student managers at SAI,
Laura believes that, by being a part of Student

Agencies, you have established that you're an
individual who enjoys challenges, autonomy,
responsibility, and making the most out of life.
This skill set and your experience as a manager
prepares you for so many "next steps" in various
fields. While the professional opportunities open
to Cornell students are endless, Laura urges
student managers to explore more
unconventional choices where their experience
at Student Agencies would be an equally
valuable asset, such as Teach For America, the
Peace Corps, AmeriCorps, or NGO work. Laura
advises, ?With a foundation at Student Agencies,
you have the skills to travel the world and make
your life as unique and vibrant as it can possibly
be, and I would challenge you to step away from
the herd for a year or two and, with your "next
step", continue the path you've begun with
Student Agencies of unique, incredible choices.?

INTRODUCTIONTOELABSTARTUP:
HOUSEKEPT
Optimizing hotel
housekeeping,
Housekept is
developing an
innovative
solution.
Housekeepers
often visit guests?
rooms to clean at
inconvenient moments and receive requests
to return at an alternate time, providing
unnecessary burdens upon guests and the
housekeepers. The Housekept team is
streamlining this cumbersome process that
affects the hospitality industry by creating
software that maps out the most efficient
route for housekeepers to follow based on
input from indicators from a guest?s room,

including Wifi usage and the thermostat.
Housekept takes into consideration these
data points and the blueprint of the
particular hotel to produce the best course
of action for housekeepers.
Pedr ow Bobr ow (AEM ?20) and Pippa
Th om as (CALS ?20) began working on this
model at Cornell?s 2018 Hilton Hospitality
Hackathon and received first place in the
competition for producing the most
?frictionless? idea. Housekept was then
flown out to Hilton Headquarters in Virginia,
where they presented their solution to the
company?s board of directors. Since their
initial victory, the Housekept team, Pedr o
Bobr ow (?20), Pippa Th om as (?20), Con r ad
M cCar t h y (En gin eer in g ?19), and
Ch r ist oph e Ger lach (AEM ?20), have
continued to enter in pitch competitions.
Winning once again at the annual eLab
pitch night, Housekept gained early

acceptance to the eLab program and a
monetary prize to assist in their
development. Housekept has also received
recognition from the Y Combinator and Life
Changing Labs pitch competitions this past
year. The Y Combinator competition
specifically helped the team understand
the need for the technology they are
developing, a housekeeping optimization
software, as well as the importance of a
concrete business model.
The Housekept team was drawn to the
opportunity to participate in eLab to
receive the expertise and assistance
needed to solve the complex problem they
are set out to mitigate in the hotel industry.
eLab has been instrumental in the team?s
success, assisting with the startup?s initial
steps and customer discovery, through the
mentorship and guidance offered

throughout the program. Kan aai Sh ah
(?20), has recently joined the Housekept
team and brings his expertise in the
hotel industry to navigate the team
through their next step in choosing a
hotel partner.
Housekept?s crucial next step is to work
with a large hotel company to implement
the software in its daily functions and
receive real-time results. The team
strives in the long-term to sell its
technology to many different hotel
chains in the future and become the
primary solution for the hospitality
industry to optimize its outdated
housekeeping procedure.

